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Introduction

●





Figure 3 is 2 Mendelian randomization DAGs



Sometimes combined into a single figure



Methods: What we looked at

 



● A full bidirectional MR could present 4 estimates
○ Alc -> ADHD ; observational and MR
○ ADHD -> Alc ; observational and MR

● We hypothesised that reverse MR useful when instruments difficult to find for 
one of the exposures (e.g., cycling)

● Therefore we presented approx. 2 of those (instead of MR estimate, Causal 
Inference Test of 'outcome' ~ allele score, i.e., test of presence of causal 
effect)



● Phenotypes
○ Educational attainment, physical and mental health outcomes
○ Alcohol consumption

■ Drinking status: ever/never and former/current; units per week; extreme drinking > 50 
units

○ Covariates: age, sex, highest educational qualification, total household income
○ Allele scores

■ Hits P < 5E-8 in GWAS not including UKB in discovery sample
■ Used plink v1.90
■ Weights from discovery GWAS



● Statistical models:
○ linear/logistic regression
○ Note IV estimation was not performed; instead Causal Inference Test of 'outcome' regressed 

on allele score
● Sample sizes ranged from 114, 941–336, 473 in observational analyses and 

142, 093–336, 818 in genetic analyses



Results: Observational: outcome ~ alcohol estimates



Observational: outcome ~ alcohol estimates



Observational: outcome ~ alcohol (extreme vs rest)



Allele score estimates



Allele score estimates



Allele score estimates



● Observational analyses indicated associations between alcohol consumption 
and a number of outcomes (neuroticism, body mass index, educational 
attainment)

● Analyses using allele scores suggested evidence of reverse causation for 
several of these relationships (physical health and educational attainment)



Discussion and possible complications

● Could have performed full bi-directional MR, as genotypes for alcohol 
consumption available

● Reverse MR useful when full bi-directional MR not possible



● Different true directions of effect at different time points, e.g. timepoints 1 and 
2 separated by say puberty/menopause/a disease process??



You might accidentally try and fit

● Additionally, overlapping instrument sets for bi-directional Mendelian 
randomization analyses are problematic



Any questions



Code to draw Mendelian randomization DAGs

● https://remlapmot.github.io/mrdags/ 
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